Choose ONE of the two options

1. Purchase a t-shirt and create a visual interpretation of one character’s traits.

   **Content:** Your visual must CREATIVELY include, the story title, author, character’s name, picture (based on text), description, strengths, weaknesses, internal/external conflicts, complications, one theme statement that would connect to that character and at least two representations of researched items from the novel such as, beekeeping, Daughters of Mary, Our Lady of Chains, Civil Rights, or Wailing Wall. Include specific examples from the text to support your choices.

   **Presentation:** Wearing or displaying your shirt, describe your visual to the class discussing each element and especially noting the researched elements. You must remember this should be an analysis of the character just as you would read in a paper, therefore in your presentation you are not simply describing but interpreting the significance.

OR

2. TYPE a five paragraph essay in which you compare and contrast TWO characters of the novel. Show how the characters actions, conflicts (internal/external), motivations and/or beliefs are the same and/or different. You must reference specific examples with page numbers from the text. You will then READ the essay to the class. If you demonstrate any hint of plagiarism, I will take away 10 test points from your last test assignment. Do not waste my time or yours on stealing someone else’s ideas.